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NY Times: The Nazi-
Fighting Women of 

the Jewish 
Resistance 

 

They went undercover, 
smuggled revolvers in 
teddy bears and were 

bearers of the truth. Why 
hadn’t I heard their stories? 

 
By Dr. Judy Battalion 

 

REBUTTAL BY 

 

In attempting to snap normies out of the deep trance 
induced by the song that never ends about the event 
that never happened (the Holohoax) one of the 
predictable objections that frequently comes up 
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is: "Then why did Hitler put them in the camps in the first 
place?" To which, the proper reply should always be: "The 
internment was a necessary wartime security precaution 
because Jews were generally hostile toward Germany 
and clandestine Jewish partisans were actively killing 
German troops." 
 
Though that won't be enough to satisfy 95 out of 100 
normies, this piece appearing in "the paper of record" 
now gives us truthers the ability to say: "Even the New 
York Times confirms the nature of the deadly threat 
posed to German troops by well-organized Jewish-
Marxist guerrilla partisans -- including female assassins 
operating under cover!" 
 
Don't expect miracle conversions over this because 
we're dealing with TV-addled zombies --- but a story 
such as this could prompt 1 or 2 additional normies out 
of 100 to wanting to know more about "Holocaust 
Denial ™." Let's have a closer look. 
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(((They))) started the propaganda and economic war on 
Germany in 1933; and the "partisan" guerrilla war on 
German troops in 1939 -- which is why, for the basic 

security of Germany and German troops, Jews in the 
nations which Germany had been forced to occupy had 
to eventually be interned, but not until 1941 and beyond. 

 

 

NY Slimes: In 1943, Niuta Teitelbaum strolled into a 
Gestapo apartment in Warsaw and faced three Nazis. A 
24-year-old Jewish woman who had studied history at 
Warsaw University, Niuta was likely now dressed in her 
characteristic guise as a Polish farm girl with a kerchief 
tied around her braided blond hair. .... She smiled meekly 
and then pulled out a gun and shot each one. Two were 
killed, one wounded.  ---- Niuta, however, wasn’t 
satisfied. She found a physician’s coat, entered the 
hospital where the injured man was being treated, and 
killed both the Nazi and the police officer who had been 
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guarding him. 
Analysis: A mass-murdering young Jewess disguised as a 
Polish farm girl, then as doctor. This is the type of evil 
shit that Bolsheviks had been doing to Germans trapped 
in Poland long before the war had even started. 
 
NY Slimes:  “Little Wanda With the Braids,” as she was 
nicknamed on every Gestapo most-wanted list, was one 
of many young Jewish women who, with supreme 
cunning and daring, fought the Nazis in Poland. 
Analysis: Ya hear that? "Many  young Jewish women 
murdered Germans "with supreme cunning" -- Geneva 
Convention rules of humane engagement be damned. 
Oh, by the way, these partisan gangs were the very 
same "Polish" characters who had volunteered to fight in 
the Spanish Civil War of just a few years prior -- in which 
they carried out horrific massacres of priests, nuns and 
other assorted supporters of General Franco. 

 

NY Slimes: One (book) I noticed, was unusual — “Freuen 
in di Ghettos,” Yiddish for “Women in the Ghettos.”  I 
opened it and found 180 sheets of tiny script, all in 
Yiddish, a language I was fluent in.  To my surprise, the 
book relayed tales of dozens of other young Jewish 
women who defied the Nazis, many of whom had the 
chance to leave Nazi-occupied Poland but didn’t; some 
even voluntarily returned. 
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Analysis: The ranks of the Bolshevik "resistance" (and 
their non-combatant Jewish helpers) were filled with 
young Jewish women -- and children too.  

 

NY Slimes: All this was a revelation to me.  Where I had 
expected mourning and gloom, I found guns, grenades 
and espionage.  Z`This was a Yiddish thriller, telling the 
stories of Polish-Jewish “ghetto girls” who paid off 
Gestapo guards, hid revolvers in teddy bears, flirted with 
Nazis and then killed them. They distributed 
underground bulletins, flung Molotov cocktails and 
bombed train lines.... 

Analysis: These non-uniformed ferocious feminists were 
straight-up killers whose terrorist tactics necessitated 
the internment of all of their brethren -- regardless of 
whether they were partisans or not. 

 

NY Slimes: I was stunned. I was raised in a community of 
Holocaust survivors and had earned a doctorate in 
women’s history. Why had I never heard these stories? 

Analysis: Ya know why? Because if the full extent of the 
cold-blooded female and child participation in these 
murderous "resistance" cells were to become too widely 
known, then the true reason for the internment of the 
Jews starts to sound much more plausible than the 
standard old explanation of: "Hitler hated the Jews." 
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Better take a cold shower and leave that flirty, shapely 
"Polish" girl alone, Fritz. 
 

NY Slimes: I learned of the scope of Jewish rebellion: 
More than 90 European ghettos had armed Jewish 
resistance units. All this alongside daily acts of resilience 
--  Women, aged 16 to 25, were at the helm of many of 
these efforts. I learned their names: Tosia Altman, Gusta 
Davidson, Frumka Plotnicka. Hundreds of others. 
Analysis: Speaks for itself. 
 
NY Slimes: : Women who were selected for undercover 
missions were required to look “good,” or passably 
“Aryan” with light hair, blue or green eyes, good posture 
and an assured gait. 
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Analysis: How, especially during wartime,  does a nation 
fight such an invisible enemy who resorts to such 
nefarious tactics ---- other than by 
mass temporary incarceration of the greater group, 
innocent or not. Recall that the sainted FDR ordered the 
mass internment of Japanese-Americans (some Italians 
& Germans too) for not even doing anything wrong! 

 

NY Slimes: In 1942, Hela Schupper met a “Mr. X” from the 
Polish underground on a Warsaw street corner, followed 
him to a safe house, stuffed her fashionable handbag, 
and brought five guns and clips of cartridges to 
Krakow’s “Fighting Pioneers,” who then bombed a 
Christmas week gathering at a cafe frequented by Nazi 
officers, killing at least seven Germans and wounding 
more. 

 
Analysis: Bolshevik Villainy! Now we can better 
understand why the big-bad "Gestapo" needed to 
identify the chosenites with Yellow Stars and ask: "Papers 
please."  It was because that cute flirty "blond," or that 
harmless little "Polish" boy with a soccer ball -- could 
actually have been a soulless mass killer. 
 
*** 
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As for any innocent Jews who may have lost their lives in 
the work camps (due to typhus or even Allied 
bombing) -- they have the Bolshevik Jewish 
"resistance" (including "women age 16-25") - to thank for 
their otherwise comfy stint at Bullshwitz, not Hitler. And 
this inadvertent "testimony against self-interest" 
appearing in Sulzberger's Slimes absolutely confirms it. 
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The Jewish-Marxist Partisans were vicious killers -- who 
incorporated undercover women, elderly and children 
into their covert schemes. After the war, many of these 

crazed brutes went down to Palestine and did to the 
Arabs and British what they had done to the Germans. 

 


